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 I. Proposal 

Paragraph 3.11.2.2., amend to read: 

“3.11.2.2. In case in the relevant data sheet only one side of the light emitting area is 

specified as to generate the cut-off, at least one of the following provisions 

shall apply: 

(a) The value of the maximum luminance gradient G50µm,max  , 

determined according to Annex L of IEC Publication 60809, Edition 

4, shall not be less than the value given in the relevant category 

sheet, if any; or 

(b) Zzone 1b shall have a position closer to the corresponding side of zone 

1a than to the opposite side.” 

 II. Justification 

1. The current text of UN Regulation No. 128, paragraph 3.11. requires a certain 

“asymmetry” of the Light Emitting Area (LEA). This was introduced to ensure a 

“minimum worst-case gradient”. However, the current requirement is seen as too design 

restrictive. 

2. It is proposed to insert a minimum luminance gradient as an alternative and more 

direct requirement. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) body 

SC34A/WG2 has developed a method how to measure / calculate the luminance gradient 

for LED light sources. This method is added to standard IEC 60809 as a new Annex L 

“Method to determine the maximum luminance gradient of LED light sources”. 

3. In order to provide an alternative of the minimum luminance gradient the 

corresponding new wording was added to the existing wording of paragraph 3.11.2.2. The 

old wording was maintained as one of the alternatives. 

4. As a consequence of this proposal, there is a related proposal 

(ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRE/2019/16) to the category L1A/6, L1B/6 sheet in the 

Consolidated Resolution on the common specification of light source categories (R.E.5). 

    

 


